
    

            Consider becoming a Pandora Arts Collective studio patron:
• Studio Coffee break for a month   $35
• Art Supplies for a week    $50
• Supporting a PACS participant in exhibiting his/her work 
           as an emerging artists.   $75
• One Studio day for up to 15 people   $125
• Studio for a week for up to 20 people  $250
• Little Studio monthly rental    $300

(The Little Studio is our permanent space for drying paintings, 
storing supplies and communication with the community)

• Art angel for a month     $1,000
(providing space, facilitation and supplies)                               

http://www.pandoraarts.ca/

SUPPORT PACS
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By P Jean Oliver, Founding Member.
Victoria, BC. March, 2014

the History of 
the Pandora Arts Collective Society

Mission: 
The Pandora Ar

ts Collective 
is a caring an

d open 

community of p
eople whose mi

ssion is to jo
in 

together aroun
d the creative

 arts as a hea
ling 

process.

Purpose:
(A) to educate the public by providing courses, 

workshops and lessons about visual arts.
(B) to break the isolation and improve the mental 

health of persons who suffer from mental illness 
by operating a drop-in arts therapy program.

  Vision: 
To facilitate and support mental 
health through the social and 
educational benefits of a free and 
welcoming creative art space.

Essential Support
The Fernwood Community Association
This great organization has been PACS primary 
studio space and has ‘had our backs’ during the 
many ups and downs of emerging as a successful 
non-pro t and charity.
Spider’s Eye - one of Lindsay Beal’s many 
creative alter ego’s has been a generous source 
of creative inspiration and grant writing 
wisdom for 8 over years.
The Government of BC through gaming grants 
has been the most reliable funder, allowing 
PACS to begin to aff ord excellent space and 
facilitators.
Opus Art Supplies generously supported 
PACS 10 years ago by making us their 
Christmas charity, collecting and matching 
donations toward art supplies and since, has 
continued their generosity as well as serving 
as an important way of connecting with the 
community of artists in Victoria.
Once PACS became a charity in 2013, 
The Victoria Foundation was able to off er the 
collective major support that brought stability 
and the possibility of long-term planning for the 
 rst time.
Through IDEA grants, the Capitol Regional 
District has been a steady source of support for 
workshops and special programmes that have 
allowed PACS to pursue new ideas and  nd new 
members.
The City of Victoria  supported the emerging 
PACS with a 3-year Special Projects Grant.
Harbourside Rotary of Victoria has been able 
to off er important support in the last year as 
PACS continues to grow by reaching out to 
youth as part of our committment to wellbeing 
through art and community
Over the past 10 years, art and wellbeing have 
been served through the hospitality PACS could 
off er. Continued thanks to Discovery Coff ee 
for its ongooing generosity  and Level Ground 
Trading for its early support in keeping the cup 
fresh and full.
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The Pandora Arts Collective Society (PACS) 

Pandora: Passion. In the Greek myth, gods created the 
fi rst human and named her Pandora. They assigned 
her a vessel fi lled with humanity for safekeeping; they 
gave her curiosity to make her open it. She was no 
more responsible for releasing calamity to the world, 
than any of us are when mental illness is given us. 
She released the contents of the vessel out into the 
world. Where they belong, in all their glorious creation. 
And the gods saw they couldn’t abandon her, their 
child. Mercifully, they held back hope inside the box, 
bequeathing the godlike power it holds. 

Arts: Creating is an intimate experience and art, like a 
precocious child, is born of creation. Art is an extension 
of the maker’s personality; it’s expansive, undeniable, 
it comes alive when shared. When pluralized, the arts 
become a community. 

Collective: A collective is the symbiosis of ideas. 
It is our voice, our needs and skills together in the 
celebration of strength through cooperation. It is an 
extension of family where once there wasn’t one. It too 
is community. 

Society: To thrive, we need art makers as well as art 
viewers and supporters. The Collective brings the two 
together in a wonderful legacy. 

And Charity: 

PACS can now acknowledge our funders by issuing 
receipts. If you get us, you may wish to support the 
work we are doing at PACS. You may even wish to leave 
us a donation from your estate, or maybe even OF your 
estate--especially if it comes with a house, some land 
and a Trust Fund! But seriously, any amount will help. 
Your gift doesn’t have to be money (or a house in the 
city), it could be of time or maybe you know how to 
make a poster? 

The Pandora Arts Collective is a phenomenon we 
should and can repeat. Ours is a map that could lead 
to satellite groups. We are expanding to other days and 
different kinds of group sessions, like our new Youth 
Group. It is an ideal that has been met, a hope we 
know how to share, it is a template that can be traced. 

Bucket Brigade

Jean Oliver

Acrylic, 18” x 24”, 
on canvas board. 
Private Collection.

Is the fi re abject, raging, out of 
control? Is the woman beaten, facing 
the fi re alone, are her shoulders 
slumped in defeat, her back to the 
onlookers? Bystanders who say, “That is 
not my house, that is not my fi re.” Or is 

her back straight, is she facing her brigade, preparing to organize them into a front-line mastery of 
the blaze will they save the little house? They shout with her, “No one knows, but we have to try!” 
Or are the silhouettes serene, resolved and accepting, cleansed; waiting for the fi re to burn itself 
out? Waiting until things cool down so they can build again from the ashes. 

In the fi rst fi ve years of building Pandora, we used to joke that we were only ever thirty days from 
closing. Like accepting that sometimes our mental health will work against us, in the same way we 
accepted how precarious things were for us and our members. Denial would have been a kind of 
neglect of our commitment, in the same way it can derail recovery. We had learned this hard lesson 
from our various mental health journeys, that blunt realism is usually best. Acceptance enables a 
person to go to the next level of belief. In this way, we believed that even if we did close, it would 
only be for long enough to regroup, fi nd some money and help, and reopen.  

Much is made of the word closure. Learning to live with mental illness means accepting there’s 
no such thing, and then being all right with that. It means ignoring the mind when you ache for 
sleep at night, and choosing the attitude you take with you through to the next day. It’s all about 
deciding how we’re going to face the new normal.

We need both the artist and the witness-viewer, recovery and stability for all comes from the 
symbiotic relationship of both (With the possible exception of juried art shows and art critics!) 

But sometimes the artist needs help. Art supplies are expensive, so is transportation, affording a 
good breakfast, and a studio space. 

Without the freedom to make art, what would there be for us to see? Artists need the crowd 
gathered nearby to decide what is their perception of art, and even of the mentally ill? And by 
association, of themselves. An onlooker? A bystander? Or someone who will pick up a bucket, fi ll it 
with water and pass it along? 

Art has the power to teach us all how to look at the fi re, not as a deadly inferno, but as a 
strengthening forge.

The Pandora Arts Collective Society is a 
registered charity where members meet twice a 
week to experience the healing power of creating 
art together, while collaborating on community, 
and art events throughout the year.

“Why don’t we just run it ourselves?”



Formerly a successful art-as-therapy program 
initiated by the Vancouver Island Health 
Authority (VIHA), and located on Pandora Street 
in downtown Victoria, funding was cut and 
the program was cancelled in 2004. Remaining 
members chose to recreate the program as an art 
collective, retaining the name Pandora. They 
felt the legend of the first human, and her 
little vessel filled with hope, encapsulated the 
struggles and victories inherent in surmounting 
mental health challenges.

Treasurer
I have been connected with PACS for nearly 5 years. 
I count many participants, the facilitators and board 
members as important friends. I am drawn to this 
community of good people because of their passionate 
creativity and activism, as well as their often heroic 
humbleness, compassion and honesty about life’s 
struggles. Each year  (every month really) PACS struggles 
to sustain the modest resources of place, supplies and 
facilitation that serve the creativity and wellbeing of so 
many.  Consider a role as a volunteer or donor  

~ Mike Emme

About 40 years ago here in Victoria I 
designed and operated an art program 
young people who, for whatever 
reasons, weren’t allowed to have art 
in their lives.  Some were labeled 
“disabled” others “socially and/or 
emotionally challenged”  The power of 
art, communication, non-judgement 
and social support became really 
obvious.  It helped all of my students, 
and it certainly helped me.

It is my great privilege to fi nd myself 
sitting at the chair for a Society that 
embodies all of the aspirations I 
had back then, and more!  PACS is a 
source of healing, refuge, creativity, 
friendship, respect, and love.  Thank 
You!!  

~ Bill Goers

“With a gentle hand
Support each individual
Creating
In community
And witness
Unfolding potential”

         ~ Lindsay Beal

board chair Lead Facilitator
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Formerly a successful art-as-therapy program 
initiated by the Vancouver Island Health 
Authority (VIHA), and located on Pandora Street 
in downtown Victoria, funding was cut and 
the program was cancelled in 2004. Remaining 
members chose to recreate the program as an art 
collective, retaining the name Pandora. They 
felt the legend of the first human, and her 
little vessel filled with hope, encapsulated the 
struggles and victories inherent in surmounting 
mental health challenges.

Treasurer
I have been connected with PACS for nearly 5 years. 
I count many participants, the facilitators and board 
members as important friends. I am drawn to this 
community of good people because of their passionate 
creativity and activism, as well as their often heroic 
humbleness, compassion and honesty about life’s 
struggles. Each year  (every month really) PACS struggles 
to sustain the modest resources of place, supplies and 
facilitation that serve the creativity and wellbeing of so 
many.  Consider a role as a volunteer or donor  

~ Mike Emme

About 40 years ago here in Victoria I 
designed and operated an art program 
young people who, for whatever 
reasons, weren’t allowed to have art 
in their lives.  Some were labeled 
“disabled” others “socially and/or 
emotionally challenged”  The power of 
art, communication, non-judgement 
and social support became really 
obvious.  It helped all of my students, 
and it certainly helped me.

It is my great privilege to fi nd myself 
sitting at the chair for a Society that 
embodies all of the aspirations I 
had back then, and more!  PACS is a 
source of healing, refuge, creativity, 
friendship, respect, and love.  Thank 
You!!  

~ Bill Goers

“With a gentle hand
Support each individual
Creating
In community
And witness
Unfolding potential”

         ~ Lindsay Beal

board chair Lead Facilitator
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Pandora has enriched my quality of life. Having schizophrenia and being 
a founding member of PACS gave me the push necessary to get me into 
the community. Art has helped my sense of identity because art better 
defi nes mental illness. I also feel a great sense of accomplishment 
by participating in the programs and shows Pandora offers. And, of 
course, the members and facilitators are my friends, as they are all an 
imspiration to me. Thank you PACS for 10 wonderful years. 

Ilyanna Jones.

I’ve been going to PACS for 10 years. I heard about it back when it 
was at Pandora Street. It didn’t really change my life as much as help my 
confi dence and give me a reason to get out of the house. The people are 
awesome. I love the energy of the group. When I  lost my Mom, everyone was 
so supportive. Same deal as when I came out as trans. While searching 
for a tattoo idea, I spotted the motto, “That which creates itself cannot be 
destroyed.” This slogan for PACS became my fi rst tattoo. Thanks.   

Madchina Hexubus

From the Founding members of PACS

II

I enjoy PACS as a way to fi nd place in the community. 
My participation is always a rewarding experience. 
The social interplay during sessions is fun, healthy, 
and supportive. The underlying principles of PACS 
ensure inclusion, and cultural signifi cance. We have 
built PACS up, in ten years, and we are making a 
lasting impact, in the arts, and in the social health 
and well being of the city.   Clive Beal  

How does one describe a collection of experiences that fi lled in what was 
missing, and saved a life besides? The Pandora phenomenon is something 
of a successful mystery even to me, and I helped birth the thing. My 
involvement with PACS has tested me in ways that forged a new belief in 
myself. But it was the unconditional belonging that comes with PACS that 
gave me a way out. A way out of depression, anxiety, illness and despair; 
and a way back to my whole self through my art.

Jean Oliver
In a mix of legend and myth, Greek Pandora 
(“the all giver”) was the first human to be 
created by the deities. She was given a vessel 
filled with all the chaos and blessings known 
to humankind. Her creators knew she would 
be tempted and open it, nonetheless she was 
charged with its safekeeping, and instructed 
not to look inside. Opening the container from 
simple curiosity, with no malicious intent, 
she released its contents to the world. She 
closed it just in time to capture hope inside! 
Creativity is, in the same way, an unavoidably 
tempting exploration of curiosity, a hopeful 
endeavor that is an expression of oneself to 
others. Creation is a gift we are meant to 
share—if kept locked up inside us it will make 
us ill.

The box 
that became 
our logo...

... and 
symbol of 
our shared 
passion



The founding members wasted little time 
protesting the program’s closure, instead using 
their wits and artistic determination to decide 
what to do. From one casual query of, “Why don’t 
we just run it ourselves?” grew the seeds of 
an idea. They would run it themselves, how hard 
could it be?

The spirit of the Pandora Arts Collective is captured 
in their slogan “That which creates itself cannot 
be destroyed.” Theirs is an historic vessel like 
their namesake. With a history rich in compassion and 
determination; encompassing a dynamic past, present, 
and future filled with hope 

…and an unshakable belief in the healing power of art.

facilitation

expression

participat
ion
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In this way, the membership has grown from its original 
eight members to over sixty in 2012, growth imbued by 
the art they make together.

Studio life.

openings

inspiration

workshops

There was a sense of the healing power of the 
program continuing on, the rightness of that 
decision that buoyed up these early Founders. 
Problems were ignored. They’d made art together 
and mattered to each other, they had become 
a family who supported each other. Now they 
would use that cohesiveness to go into business 
together.

Aline Provost



They organized on their own terms, the Pandora 
Arts Collective as they came to be called, would 
be: member-directed, have no overly-restrictive 
criteria for admittance, no destabilizing time-
limits on participation, no single-funding source 
that dictated what kinds of programs they would 
offer, and their membership would include anyone 
wanting to improve their mental well-being 
through the practice of making art.

generous support.
silent auctions..

group shows.
community connections..

The secret to the Pandora Arts Collective Society’s 
success is how they have persisted as a group. The 
program is protected by due diligence to financial 
stewardship, by a policy that dictates half the 
board remains program participants, and by not 
overtaxing their volunteer base. The health of the 
group is central to any projects the group decides 
to undertake. If something is not sustainable with 
the resources at hand, it is not good for Pandora. 

Over the years, many business people and private 
citizens in and around Victoria have been inspired 
by the group’s determination to self govern. 
Catching the spirit of the enterprise, all have 
backed the project with money, resources, expertise, 
and time. Community members have sat on the boards 
and given their contributions to the group’s 
success. Many hundreds of participants have been 
helped to better health by this cost effective 
project. Pandora matured and in 2013, became a 
registered charity in its own right.



With help from the community, the group learned 
how to write grants, and was rewarded with three 
years of funding from the City of Victoria. 
Other grants and donations followed, including 
successful Gaming grants in years the Arts were 
hard to fund.



By 2007 Pandora had grown beyond the capacity to run 
on a volunteer basis. The original members, who had 
become both facilitators and the first Board members, 
realized for the group to flourish some areas needed 
more than their limited experience, and personal 
health restrictions could support. Member support, 
and administrative consistency were also needed. 
They decided to use a sudden windfall donation from 
Opus Framing and Arts Supplies to hire a trained 
Facilitator.

An early art room was provided by Laurel House until 
space was located in early 2005 at 1923 Fernwood 
Road. The Fernwood Community Association (FCA) 
accepted a proposal drawn up by Founders, donating 
the use of their hall two afternoons a week. 
Eventually funding was secured for a small back 
office to house supplies and hold meetings in.
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Formerly a successful art-as-therapy program 
initiated by the Vancouver Island Health 
Authority (VIHA), and located on Pandora Street 
in downtown Victoria, funding was cut and 
the program was cancelled in 2004. Remaining 
members chose to recreate the program as an art 
collective, retaining the name Pandora. They 
felt the legend of the first human, and her 
little vessel filled with hope, encapsulated the 
struggles and victories inherent in surmounting 
mental health challenges.

Treasurer
I have been connected with PACS for nearly 5 years. 
I count many participants, the facilitators and board 
members as important friends. I am drawn to this 
community of good people because of their passionate 
creativity and activism, as well as their often heroic 
humbleness, compassion and honesty about life’s 
struggles. Each year  (every month really) PACS struggles 
to sustain the modest resources of place, supplies and 
facilitation that serve the creativity and wellbeing of so 
many.  Consider a role as a volunteer or donor  

~ Mike Emme

About 40 years ago here in Victoria I 
designed and operated an art program 
young people who, for whatever 
reasons, weren’t allowed to have art 
in their lives.  Some were labeled 
“disabled” others “socially and/or 
emotionally challenged”  The power of 
art, communication, non-judgement 
and social support became really 
obvious.  It helped all of my students, 
and it certainly helped me.

It is my great privilege to fi nd myself 
sitting at the chair for a Society that 
embodies all of the aspirations I 
had back then, and more!  PACS is a 
source of healing, refuge, creativity, 
friendship, respect, and love.  Thank 
You!!  

~ Bill Goers

“With a gentle hand
Support each individual
Creating
In community
And witness
Unfolding potential”

         ~ Lindsay Beal

board chair Lead Facilitator
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Pandora has enriched my quality of life. Having schizophrenia and being 
a founding member of PACS gave me the push necessary to get me into 
the community. Art has helped my sense of identity because art better 
defi nes mental illness. I also feel a great sense of accomplishment 
by participating in the programs and shows Pandora offers. And, of 
course, the members and facilitators are my friends, as they are all an 
imspiration to me. Thank you PACS for 10 wonderful years. 

Ilyanna Jones.

I’ve been going to PACS for 10 years. I heard about it back when it 
was at Pandora Street. It didn’t really change my life as much as help my 
confi dence and give me a reason to get out of the house. The people are 
awesome. I love the energy of the group. When I  lost my Mom, everyone was 
so supportive. Same deal as when I came out as trans. While searching 
for a tattoo idea, I spotted the motto, “That which creates itself cannot be 
destroyed.” This slogan for PACS became my fi rst tattoo. Thanks.   

Madchina Hexubus

From the Founding members of PACS

II

I enjoy PACS as a way to fi nd place in the community. 
My participation is always a rewarding experience. 
The social interplay during sessions is fun, healthy, 
and supportive. The underlying principles of PACS 
ensure inclusion, and cultural signifi cance. We have 
built PACS up, in ten years, and we are making a 
lasting impact, in the arts, and in the social health 
and well being of the city.   Clive Beal  

How does one describe a collection of experiences that fi lled in what was 
missing, and saved a life besides? The Pandora phenomenon is something 
of a successful mystery even to me, and I helped birth the thing. My 
involvement with PACS has tested me in ways that forged a new belief in 
myself. But it was the unconditional belonging that comes with PACS that 
gave me a way out. A way out of depression, anxiety, illness and despair; 
and a way back to my whole self through my art.

Jean Oliver
In a mix of legend and myth, Greek Pandora 
(“the all giver”) was the first human to be 
created by the deities. She was given a vessel 
filled with all the chaos and blessings known 
to humankind. Her creators knew she would 
be tempted and open it, nonetheless she was 
charged with its safekeeping, and instructed 
not to look inside. Opening the container from 
simple curiosity, with no malicious intent, 
she released its contents to the world. She 
closed it just in time to capture hope inside! 
Creativity is, in the same way, an unavoidably 
tempting exploration of curiosity, a hopeful 
endeavor that is an expression of oneself to 
others. Creation is a gift we are meant to 
share—if kept locked up inside us it will make 
us ill.

The box 
that became 
our logo...

... and 
symbol of 
our shared 
passion



Formerly a successful art-as-therapy program 
initiated by the Vancouver Island Health 
Authority (VIHA), and located on Pandora Street 
in downtown Victoria, funding was cut and 
the program was cancelled in 2004. Remaining 
members chose to recreate the program as an art 
collective, retaining the name Pandora. They 
felt the legend of the first human, and her 
little vessel filled with hope, encapsulated the 
struggles and victories inherent in surmounting 
mental health challenges.

Treasurer
I have been connected with PACS for nearly 5 years. 
I count many participants, the facilitators and board 
members as important friends. I am drawn to this 
community of good people because of their passionate 
creativity and activism, as well as their often heroic 
humbleness, compassion and honesty about life’s 
struggles. Each year  (every month really) PACS struggles 
to sustain the modest resources of place, supplies and 
facilitation that serve the creativity and wellbeing of so 
many.  Consider a role as a volunteer or donor  

~ Mike Emme

About 40 years ago here in Victoria I 
designed and operated an art program 
young people who, for whatever 
reasons, weren’t allowed to have art 
in their lives.  Some were labeled 
“disabled” others “socially and/or 
emotionally challenged”  The power of 
art, communication, non-judgement 
and social support became really 
obvious.  It helped all of my students, 
and it certainly helped me.

It is my great privilege to fi nd myself 
sitting at the chair for a Society that 
embodies all of the aspirations I 
had back then, and more!  PACS is a 
source of healing, refuge, creativity, 
friendship, respect, and love.  Thank 
You!!  

~ Bill Goers

“With a gentle hand
Support each individual
Creating
In community
And witness
Unfolding potential”

         ~ Lindsay Beal

board chair Lead Facilitator
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By P Jean Oliver, Founding Member.
Victoria, BC. March, 2014

the History of 
the Pandora Arts Collective Society

Mission: 
The Pandora Ar

ts Collective 
is a caring an

d open 

community of p
eople whose mi

ssion is to jo
in 

together aroun
d the creative

 arts as a hea
ling 

process.

Purpose:
(A) to educate the public by providing courses, 

workshops and lessons about visual arts.
(B) to break the isolation and improve the mental 

health of persons who suffer from mental illness 
by operating a drop-in arts therapy program.

  Vision: 
To facilitate and support mental 
health through the social and 
educational benefits of a free and 
welcoming creative art space.

Essential Support
The Fernwood Community Association
This great organization has been PACS primary 
studio space and has ‘had our backs’ during the 
many ups and downs of emerging as a successful 
non-pro t and charity.
Spider’s Eye - one of Lindsay Beal’s many 
creative alter ego’s has been a generous source 
of creative inspiration and grant writing 
wisdom for 8 over years.
The Government of BC through gaming grants 
has been the most reliable funder, allowing 
PACS to begin to aff ord excellent space and 
facilitators.
Opus Art Supplies generously supported 
PACS 10 years ago by making us their 
Christmas charity, collecting and matching 
donations toward art supplies and since, has 
continued their generosity as well as serving 
as an important way of connecting with the 
community of artists in Victoria.
Once PACS became a charity in 2013, 
The Victoria Foundation was able to off er the 
collective major support that brought stability 
and the possibility of long-term planning for the 
 rst time.
Through IDEA grants, the Capitol Regional 
District has been a steady source of support for 
workshops and special programmes that have 
allowed PACS to pursue new ideas and  nd new 
members.
The City of Victoria  supported the emerging 
PACS with a 3-year Special Projects Grant.
Harbourside Rotary of Victoria has been able 
to off er important support in the last year as 
PACS continues to grow by reaching out to 
youth as part of our committment to wellbeing 
through art and community
Over the past 10 years, art and wellbeing have 
been served through the hospitality PACS could 
off er. Continued thanks to Discovery Coff ee 
for its ongooing generosity  and Level Ground 
Trading for its early support in keeping the cup 
fresh and full.

The Pandora Arts Collective Society (PACS) 

Pandora: Passion. In the Greek myth, gods created the 
fi rst human and named her Pandora. They assigned 
her a vessel fi lled with humanity for safekeeping; they 
gave her curiosity to make her open it. She was no 
more responsible for releasing calamity to the world, 
than any of us are when mental illness is given us. 
She released the contents of the vessel out into the 
world. Where they belong, in all their glorious creation. 
And the gods saw they couldn’t abandon her, their 
child. Mercifully, they held back hope inside the box, 
bequeathing the godlike power it holds. 

Arts: Creating is an intimate experience and art, like a 
precocious child, is born of creation. Art is an extension 
of the maker’s personality; it’s expansive, undeniable, 
it comes alive when shared. When pluralized, the arts 
become a community. 

Collective: A collective is the symbiosis of ideas. 
It is our voice, our needs and skills together in the 
celebration of strength through cooperation. It is an 
extension of family where once there wasn’t one. It too 
is community. 

Society: To thrive, we need art makers as well as art 
viewers and supporters. The Collective brings the two 
together in a wonderful legacy. 

And Charity: 

PACS can now acknowledge our funders by issuing 
receipts. If you get us, you may wish to support the 
work we are doing at PACS. You may even wish to leave 
us a donation from your estate, or maybe even OF your 
estate--especially if it comes with a house, some land 
and a Trust Fund! But seriously, any amount will help. 
Your gift doesn’t have to be money (or a house in the 
city), it could be of time or maybe you know how to 
make a poster? 

The Pandora Arts Collective is a phenomenon we 
should and can repeat. Ours is a map that could lead 
to satellite groups. We are expanding to other days and 
different kinds of group sessions, like our new Youth 
Group. It is an ideal that has been met, a hope we 
know how to share, it is a template that can be traced. 

Bucket Brigade

Jean Oliver

Acrylic, 18” x 24”, 
on canvas board. 
Private Collection.

Is the fi re abject, raging, out of 
control? Is the woman beaten, facing 
the fi re alone, are her shoulders 
slumped in defeat, her back to the 
onlookers? Bystanders who say, “That is 
not my house, that is not my fi re.” Or is 

her back straight, is she facing her brigade, preparing to organize them into a front-line mastery of 
the blaze will they save the little house? They shout with her, “No one knows, but we have to try!” 
Or are the silhouettes serene, resolved and accepting, cleansed; waiting for the fi re to burn itself 
out? Waiting until things cool down so they can build again from the ashes. 

In the fi rst fi ve years of building Pandora, we used to joke that we were only ever thirty days from 
closing. Like accepting that sometimes our mental health will work against us, in the same way we 
accepted how precarious things were for us and our members. Denial would have been a kind of 
neglect of our commitment, in the same way it can derail recovery. We had learned this hard lesson 
from our various mental health journeys, that blunt realism is usually best. Acceptance enables a 
person to go to the next level of belief. In this way, we believed that even if we did close, it would 
only be for long enough to regroup, fi nd some money and help, and reopen.  

Much is made of the word closure. Learning to live with mental illness means accepting there’s 
no such thing, and then being all right with that. It means ignoring the mind when you ache for 
sleep at night, and choosing the attitude you take with you through to the next day. It’s all about 
deciding how we’re going to face the new normal.

We need both the artist and the witness-viewer, recovery and stability for all comes from the 
symbiotic relationship of both (With the possible exception of juried art shows and art critics!) 

But sometimes the artist needs help. Art supplies are expensive, so is transportation, affording a 
good breakfast, and a studio space. 

Without the freedom to make art, what would there be for us to see? Artists need the crowd 
gathered nearby to decide what is their perception of art, and even of the mentally ill? And by 
association, of themselves. An onlooker? A bystander? Or someone who will pick up a bucket, fi ll it 
with water and pass it along? 

Art has the power to teach us all how to look at the fi re, not as a deadly inferno, but as a 
strengthening forge.

The Pandora Arts Collective Society is a 
registered charity where members meet twice a 
week to experience the healing power of creating 
art together, while collaborating on community, 
and art events throughout the year.

“Why don’t we just run it ourselves?”
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no such thing, and then being all right with that. It means ignoring the mind when you ache for 
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            Consider becoming a Pandora Arts Collective studio patron:
• Studio Coffee break for a month   $35
• Art Supplies for a week    $50
• Supporting a PACS participant in exhibiting his/her work 
           as an emerging artists.   $75
• One Studio day for up to 15 people   $125
• Studio for a week for up to 20 people  $250
• Little Studio monthly rental    $300

(The Little Studio is our permanent space for drying paintings, 
storing supplies and communication with the community)

• Art angel for a month     $1,000
(providing space, facilitation and supplies)                               

http://www.pandoraarts.ca/

SUPPORT PACS
AS YOU ARE ABLE

FURTHER GENEROSITY
SUSTAINS 

PROGRAMS

PAYS FOR PRINTING THE ‘ZINE

c• c

$2.00

Mailing Address:
1923 Fernwood Road
Victoria, B.C.
V8T 2Y6 

10th anniversary zine.


